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Relational MongoDB
{  
 "_id": 007,
  "owner": "Daniel",
  "make": "Ferrari",
  "wheels": [
    { "partNo": 234819 },
    { "partNo": 281928 },
    { "partNo": 392838 },
    { "partNo": 928038 }
  ], 
  …
}
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DB - PL mapping

• Claim: all data in Mongo is in JSON-like container, so mapping into objects (and 
subobjects) is fairly natural. 

• Compare to RDBMS 

• easy enough to export table as JSON. 

• select json_agg(t) from (select * from TABLE) as t; 

• What is missing?? 

• table structure often does not map naturally to objects



Unmarshalling in Go
package main 

type jm map[string]interface{} 
type js []jm 

type date struct { 
 Year  int 
 Month string 
 Day   int 
} 

type students struct { 
 FirstName          string 
 LastName           string 
 ID                 string 
 Age                int 
 DateOfBirth        date 
 FavoriteRealNumber int 
} 

func main() { 
 jsonFile, err := os.Open("data.json") 
 if err != nil { 
  fmt.Println(err) 
 } 
 fmt.Println("Successfully Opened users.json") 
 byteValue, _ := ioutil.ReadAll(jsonFile) 
 jsonFile.Close() 
 var student []students 
 json.Unmarshal(byteValue, &student) 
 data, _ := json.Marshal(student) 
 fmt.Println(string(data)) 
} 

[ 
    { 
        "FirstName": "Pete", 
        "LastName": "Mitchell", 
        "ID":"Maverick", 
        "Age": 24, 
        "DateOfBirth": { 
            "Year":1962, 
            "Month":"May", 
            "Day": 4 
        }, 
        "FavoriteRealNumber":14 
    }, 
    { 
        "FirstName": "Nick", 
        "LastName": "Bradshaw", 
        "ID":"Goose", 
        "Age": 25, 
        "DateOfBirth": { 
            "Year": 1961, 
            "Month":"February", 
            "Day": 13 
        }, 
        "FavoriteRealNumber":28 
    }, 
    { 
        "FirstName": "Tom", 
        "LastName": "Kazansky", 
        "ID":"Iceman", 
        "Age": 27, 
        "DateOfBirth": { 
            "Year": 1959, 
            "Month":"September", 
            "Day": 22 
        }, 
        "FavoriteRealNumber":1 
    } 
] 







Many-to-Many relations
• Consider Sakila DB and actors 

• the actor table has information about the actor (name, etc) 

• the film_actor table has info showing what  what films an actor was in but to get the names of those files 
you need to do a join. 

• Mongo documents does not model this well. 

• Think hard about the data .. do I need to allow querying from both directions?? 

• If yes, then best course is accept the duplication of data 

• represent many explicitly in in each document

Actor Collection 
                  {"actor":actorID, "name":"Mary",  
                   "films":[f1, f2, f3],  
                   ...} 

Film Collection 
                {"film":filmID,  
                 "title":"Gone with the Ducks" 
                 "actors":[aid1, aid2, aid3], 
                 ... }]



Sakila 
At least a part

What kind of relations are there? 
Rerepresent in Mongo?


